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Chapter 2
Semantic normativity

What is surprising is that despite extensive discussions of the topic
it remains obscure exactly what the normativity thesis amounts to
and why it should be endorsed.

Semantic normativity
Åsa Wikforss

“Semantic normativity,” or the “normativity of meaning,” seems to be
one of these modern mantras in philosophy: repeated over and over but
often devoid of any reportable content since the reader is not told what it is
all about. Nevertheless, it’s deemed to be a deep and serious insight about
the nature of meaning. Some philosophers consider this feature of meaning
even as a “litmus test”1 for the adequacy of a theory of meaning. According
to these philosophers, if a candidate theory of meaning does not pass the
test, then it’s no good in the first place. Case closed. That matters are not
so easy is clear if we remind ourselves what it is to be normative or, at least,
what it is for meaning to be normative. It’s just not very obvious what an
answer would be. To make progress, we first have to clarify what to make
out of the talk about semantic normativity.2

1The expression is from (Wikforss 2001:203).
2Historically, the modern debates started probably with Wittgenstein’s thesis that “the
meaning of a word is constituted by the rules for its employment” (Wittgenstein and
Waismann 2003:143). Subsequently, Winch (1963:33) pointed out that “the notion of
following a rule is logically inseparable from the notion of making a mistake. If it is
possible to say of someone that he is following a rule that means that one can ask whether
he is doing what he does correctly or not.” One way to understand this is that if there is
a rule, then one can make mistakes by not following it; this is to behave incorrectly; one
behaves incorrectly iff one ought not to behave so-and-so; hence there are the normative
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40 Chapter 2. Semantic normativity

On the basis of the characterization of normative musts in §1.1.3, we
can say as a first approximation that semantic oughts are a kind of practical
must which come with a motivational force to do what one ought to do. As
such, they apply to action-like things: behaviors and reasonings. Moreover,
as I observed in the introduction, the relevant expressions of the oughts
have a demanding character: By expressing an ought, one can demand that
something (not) be done.

But so far there is nothing semantic about the oughts. The obvious
suggestion is to say that the oughts are about the meanings of expressions
and that is what is semantic about it. But understood in this way, how
could meaning be normative? Meaning is taken to be an abstract object
defined by the roles it plays in theories of linguistic communication (§1.1.1).
What could be action-like about meaning and involve an ought? This is
the first question of this chapter and the answer I’ll submit is that under
certain conditions, meaning sentences can be used to express oughts with a
demanding character. In §1.1.3, I put it in a tentative and noncommittal
way as follows:

N. For all expressions e, meanings m and coordinates C: If e means m at C,
then utterances of “e means m at C” can be used to express an ought with
a demanding character.

The demanding character of the expression of the ought should remind us
of the distinction between conventions and social norms. While conventions
necessarily have a recommending character, social norms need not (although
some can have a recommending character). And while social norms neces-
sarily have a demanding character, conventions do not necessarily have a
demanding character (and if they have it, then it is in virtue of something
else; see §1.2 and §2.2.3). Moreover, there is meaning in virtue of both
conventions and social norms (§1.3). From this perspective, there seems to
be an interesting connection between semantic oughts and the demanding
character of social norms (and normative conventions). It suggests a the
following conceptual claim (to which I return in §2.1.1):3

oughts. Kripke returned to the topic of rule following in his famous book Wittgenstein on
rules and private language (Kripke 2000) where he endorses the slogan that meaning is
normative (see p. 37).

3This also relates to a distinction made by Glüer and Wikforss (2009) between two kinds
of theses about normativity which they call “meaning engendered normativity” (ME)
and “meaning determining normativity” (MD). The normativity thesis N is about ME:
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MD-ME. If meaning is normative, then this is because of the way it is constituted
(determined).

Meanings of expressions are determined by conventions and social norms
(in the sense of “determination” explained in §1.1.2, amounting to at least
global supervenience, or as I prefer, conceptual entailment). Conventions
have a recommending character. Hence, their oughts are not of the right sort
for N. But the oughts of social norms are. So, plausibly, if an expression e
meansm at C in virtue of a social norm, then the meaning sentence “emeans
m at C” can be used to express an ought with a demanding character. In
contrast, if the expression’s meaning is determined by convention, then its
meaning sentence can only be used to express an ought with a recommending
character. This proposal is further substantiated by providing an account
of conventions (chapters 4 and 7) and an account of social norms (chapter
8 and §9.3).

A second question of this chapter is: Given an understanding of the
normativity thesis, is the thesis true? As has been pointed out by Gibbard
(1994) and Glüer and Wikforss (2009), the normativity thesis expresses
a conceptual claim about the notion of meaning. Thus, N has a modal
strength – it’s claimed to be a conceptual truth (and not just a material
truth) and N’s truth in this sense is in dispute. I’ll argue that N is too strong
and hence false. But if N is appropriately restricted to cases of meaning in
virtue of social norms, then it is true.

The third question is what the consequences are for the conventionalist
project. I suggest answers to these questions on the basis of first considering
arguments against and in favor of N (§2.1 and §2.2) – and then discussing
the dialectic situation (§2.3). Thereby I execute the main argument of this
chapter:

P1. There are good reasons to believe that meaning is not normative.

P2. There are good reasons to believe that meaning is normative.

normativity that results from meaning; in other words, ME is a thesis that relates semantic
oughts to meaningful expressions and describes the character of these oughts. In contrast,
the claim that social norms can determine an expression’s meaning is about MD: (social)
norms that are in some sense constitutive for an expression’s meaning something. If
the suggested claim is true (if meaning is normative, then it is because of the way it is
determined), then the conventionalist project bears upon both ME and MD normativity:
It explains ME in terms of MD.
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C1. There are good reasons to believe that meaning is normative and that
meaning is not normative.

P3. If an expression’s meaning can be determined in different ways, one of them
normative and another non-normative, then the tension in C1 is resolved.

P4. P3 is a good explanation for P1 and P2 and the tension that results from
their conjunction.

C2. Meaning is determined or constituted in different ways.

P1 and P2 are established by the arguments against and in favor of N, re-
spectively. C1 is a problematic intermediate conclusion which is simply the
conjunction of P1 and P2. P3 is introduced as an explanation of what is
going on. I consider some objections and suggest that P3 is a good expla-
nation that is tenable. I think it’s worth exploring it and will tentatively
endorse C2. But if C2, then the conventionalist should develop a mixed
C+N+ account which is both conventional and normative (§1.1).

Before I go on, I should adjust expectations. Anyone who has followed
the debates about semantic normativity knows that they are difficult and
that the claims are highly contested. In contrast with many other areas
of modern philosophy, there is still no systematic treatment of the subject.
For example, there are no textbook introductions or handbooks about it.4
I won’t close this gap. I suggest a way to think about semantic normativity
with a very limited focus, namely on N. The proposal should be judged on
its merits. There is also a pragmatic reason for my being opinionated and
selective at places: the space of possibilities one should still organize and
explore is too big. For this reason, I omit the question whether (semantic)
normativity can be naturalized.

2.1 Arguments contra
Many accounts of meaning do not even mention normativity as a topic. Con-
sider for example the following widespread linguistic frameworks: Lexical
Functional Grammar, Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar, Categorial
Grammar, or Chomsky’s theories. In none of them does semantic norma-
tivity play a role which would be relevant for the normativity thesis N. And

4Only recently has there been an addition to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, see
(Glüer and Wikforss 2009).
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the situation is similar in some areas of philosophy of language (e.g. the
many semantic frameworks that deal with Frege’s puzzle).5 Is this attitude
justified? Up to a certain point, it is. I consider two arguments against the
slogan that meaning is normative. The first relates to an on-going debate
around the views of Anandi Hattiangadi, the second to Akeel Bilgrami.

2.1.1 The Hattiangadi debate
In recent years, the slogan “meaning is normative” has been scrutinized
by Hattiangadi, and later also Kathrin Glüer and Åsa Wikforss, opening a
wider debate about candidates for the normativity thesis and their truth.6
Their chief contribution was to ground the normativity debate initiated by
Saul Kripke by formulating precise theses stating how meaning might be
normative.7 For Kripke (2000) never explained how his claim that meaning
is normative is to be understood. Is it about speaker-meaning, meaning in
an idiolect (“idiolectal meaning”) or meaning in a public language (“linguis-
tic meaning”)? What kind of ought is at stake? What is its nature?

The contribution of Wikforss et al. should be understood in this context.
I think that they object by and large rightly against the theses they consider.
But it seems to me that they discuss the wrong kind of normativity theses.
These have roughly the following form:8

(1) Necessarily, if S means m by e, then there is some action S ought (not) to
do or some action S may (not) do.

(1) is not very precise about the kind of oughts involved. Several ways to
make it more precise have been considered. Among them are the following
two versions for its consequent:9 (i) S ought to apply e to object o iff o is
(has) feature f (yielding a thesis called “prescriptivity”) and (ii) S applies
e correctly to o iff o is has f (“correctness”). Hattiangadi rejects both

5I mean the puzzle that statements of the form “a = b” can be informative while “a” and
“b” are coreferential.

6The first wave of articles consists in: (Hattiangadi 2006, 2007; Glüer and Wikforss 2008).
7They are, of course, not the only ones. Notable are also Gibbard (1994) and Millar (2002).
8More specific claims of this form can be found in, e.g.: Kripke (2000), Boghossian (1989),
Boghossian (2005), Hattiangadi (2006), Glüer and Wikforss (2008). That the theses
should have modal strength is, however, often not considered. An exception is Gibbard
(1994).

9The names are from Hattiangadi (2006:224 ff.). A related discussion is also in (Hattiangadi
2007:51 ff., 181 ff.).
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of these and so do Glüer and Wikforss. But rather than retracing their
argumentation, I’d like to consider another question. Let us grant that
they have successfully refuted (1) and its siblings. Does it follow that the
normativity thesis N has been refuted, too?

I think that in an important sense the truth of (1) and its siblings are
irrelevant for the truth of N. The reason is that theses like (1) are either
about idiolectal meaning or about (Gricean) speaker-meaning. So, they are
not about linguistic meaning as N is. Hence, even if the trio is correct, they
reject the wrong thing. Thereby I do not want to say that the contribution
of Glüer, Hattiangadi, and Wikforss is not important or commendable – I
think the contrary for the reasons I’ve stated above. But still, they miss the
target.10 At least from the perspective of the conventionalist project, what
counts is linguistic meaning.

This assessment might be too quick. I’ll consider three moves on their
behalf. The first move consists in saying that while (1) looks as if it were
about speaker-meaning (or idiolectal meaning), it’s really about the speak-
ers’ beliefs about linguistic meaning. But this move would miss the target,
too. Suppose that meaning is normative. Then what a language user ought
or ought not to do just doesn’t seem to depend on what she believes. She
would also violate an alleged semantic norm if she were misinformed about
the meaning of an expression. Maybe it would excuse her behavior but it
would be a mistake nevertheless. So, arguing against normativity theses
which are about what speakers believe to be the case doesn’t seem to be
relevant for the question whether meaning is normative or not.

A second move can be put in question form: Wouldn’t it be strange if
speaker-meaning (or idiolectal meaning) were not normative but linguistic
meaning were? After all these notions are semantic notions and thus belong
to the same family. While I agree that this reasoning is prima facie plausi-
ble, I think that it is not very conclusive. With respect to speaker-meaning
the reply is this: The impression that they belong to the same family is
probably just a peculiarity of the English language. English just has the
verb “(to) mean” to express both for a speaker to mean something and
for an expression to be in the linguistic-meaning relation with a meaning.
Other languages are not ambiguous in this way. German, for example, has

10Interestingly Whiting, who defends the normativity theses against the criticism of Glüer,
Hattiangadi, and Wikforss, always states the antecedent in terms of linguistic meaning,
see e.g. (Whiting 2007, 2009). This went unnoticed in the debate.
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two verbs, “meinen” (for speaker-meaning) and “bedeuten” (for linguistic
meaning), which cannot be used interchangeably. There are also obvious
differences between the two notions. Speaker-meaning is analyzed as a re-
lation in which a speaker and an utterance figures. In contrast, linguistic
meaning features neither a speaker nor an utterance. Moreover, the rela-
tions obtain in virtue of different facts. For a speaker to mean something,
having a certain complex intention while uttering something is sufficient.
In case of linguistic meaning, this wouldn’t do and it’s even contested that
such intentions are necessary (see §6.2.4 and chapter 7). The point is that
in general, there is little reason to expect that if speaker-meaning has some
feature, then linguistic meaning has it, too.

The case for idiolectal meaning is similar. A normativist is not commit-
ted to analyzing linguistic meaning in terms of idiolectal meaning. More-
over, an expression means something in a speaker’s idiolect in virtue of
different facts than those in virtue of which an expression means something
in a public language. For the former it’s a matter of the speaker’s psychol-
ogy, while for the latter it’s a matter of the stable uses (convention, social
norms, normative conventions) that exist in a community (§1.3).11 Hence,
the arguments by Wikforss et al. are at best incomplete. So, let us end in the
same way we began the move, namely with a question: Why shouldn’t we
expect further differences between speaker-meaning (or idiolectal meaning)
and linguistic meaning, also with respect to their normativity?

Suppose for the moment that speaker-meaning is constitutive for linguis-
tic meaning. If Glüer, Hattiangadi, and Wikforss are right, then speaker-
meaning is not normative. This would be an important result. For, if lin-
guistic meaning is normative, then its normativity cannot derive from state-
ments about what a speaker means. This move is interesting. Consider, for
example, a neo-Gricean account of linguistic meaning which analyzes lin-
guistic meaning in terms of conventions about speaker-meaning. If Glüer,
Hattiangadi, and Wikforss are right as we suppose, then the following is
the case: If meaning were normative, then its normativity would have to be
attributed to the conventions. For there seems nothing else in the account
that could do the explanatory work. The reasoning behind this thought is
the following claim (which I’ve already mentioned in the introduction to
this chapter):

11I put here the issue of semantic externalism aside. It wouldn’t change the argument much
and not a lot would be gained for considering the point.
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MD-ME. If meaning is normative, then this is because of the way it is constituted
(determined).

From a conventionalist perspective, this makes perfect sense. Linguistic
meaning is not taken to be an unexplainable or unanalyzable notion. And
it seems that if one claims that one can say in virtue of what an expression
has a meaning, then one ought also to accept MD-ME. For then, it seems,
all semantic features, including the normative, ought to be explained in
terms of their determinants (i.e. stable uses of expressions). This brings me
to my criticism of this move. Conventions are but one possible determi-
nant of meaning we’ve considered so far, normative conventions and social
norms being the other two (§1.3). Only the latter two have the relevant
demanding character which can be used the explain the oughts of the nor-
mativity thesis. The question whether meaning is normative then depends
on what determines a word’s meaning. So, an argument would be needed
to show why the determinants are necessarily of the relevant normative sort
– or why they are not. (Bilgrami’s argument below can be understood as
providing this argument.) A second objection is that a Gricean speaker-
meaning is not required to analyze linguistic meaning (as I’ve pointed out
above). Consequently, for non-Gricean accounts, the arguments by Glüer,
Hattiangadi, and Wikforss are not relevant. Thus, the third move fails to
convince without further additions. (In fact, the alternative account I sug-
gest in chapter 9 can be understood as supplying these additions without
relying on Gricean speaker-meaning. The point here is that these additions
are substantial and that Gricean speaker-meaning is not obviously consti-
tutive for linguistic meaning.)

So, to conclude, while the Hattiangadi debate improved the dialectical
situation by formulating precise normativity theses, the criticisms against
these theses fail to be relevant for the normativity thesis N – with the
exception of the last move turning on conventions and social norms, to
which I’ll return below.

2.1.2 Bilgrami’s argument from regularities

Bilgrami (1993:129–138) argues against the normativity thesis by making
the point that norms about meaning are not constitutive or in some other
way essential for meaning because we can explain linguistic behavior without
having to appeal to norms. Bilgrami does not deny that there are norms
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relating to meaning but he claims that we could do well without them.
According to him, we need more than the existence of “extrinsic” (p. 129)
norms to establish the normativity thesis.

In a first step Bilgrami points out that if meaning were to be normative,
then there would need to be norms that have “[. . .] a high philosophical
or constitutive profile, i.e. what might be called intrinsic norms” (Bilgrami
1993:129). Simplifying, we can say that the norms in question must be
constitutive for the notion of meaning. In terms of an analysis of “meaning,”
the claim is thus:

P1. Meaning is only normative if one must analyze it in terms of norms about
meaning.

But even if a norm pertains to meaning such as: “If you want to be under-
stood, then you ought to use the words in their standard meanings,” this
doesn’t entail that such a norm has a high profile (pp. 136–137). This raises
the question how we can tell norms without such a profile apart from norms
that have a high profile. Bilgrami proposes the following test for not hav-
ing a high profile: If the candidate norm is derived from regularities in an
individual’s behavior, then it does not have a high profile. Or in Bilgrami’s
words:

[I]f something which appears to be a norm is attributed merely on the
basis of regularities in an individual’s behaviour, then it is not a norm
in any interesting sense. If it is not derived from or attributed on the
basis of such regularities, if it is autonomous from such regularities,
then it has more of a right to be called a norm.

(Bilgrami 1993:129–130)

Bilgrami uses this test to argue that the meanings of lexical expressions
are not constituted by such norms:

But when it comes to the lexicon, it is perfectly possible to attribute
concepts and meanings on the basis of observation of regularities in
the behaviour of agents. As I have been saying there is no compul-
sion, therefore, to impose the norms dictated by social practice on an
individual agent’s concepts and meanings. We do have a choice in the
matter. We do have a choice as to whether Bert has the concept of
arthritis or tharthritis. We do have a choice as to whether KWBert
has the concept of arthritis first and then later tharthritis or whether
he has had the concept of quarthritis all along. It is possible to account
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for their behaviour no matter which of these alternatives we attribute
to them. It is possible, therefore, to think of our attribution of such
concepts as something done (holistically, of course) on the basis of ob-
served regularities. Normativity, thus, simply does not have the same
grip in this domain. (Bilgrami 1993:130)

I think one should distinguish between mental content and linguistic
meaning. Bilgrami’s examples about Bert and KWBert are about the at-
tribution of concepts. But actually, he wants to make a claim about the
meaning of lexical expressions. So, I think what Bilgrami wanted to claim
is this: We can attribute meanings to expressions based only on observations
of regularities in the linguistic behavior. In particular, for the attribution
we don’t require norms. These claims have their natural ontological coun-
terparts: Regularities in the use of expressions determine their meanings,
not requiring the existence of (social) norms. In terms of an analysis of
“meaning,” we can state the premise P2 of the argument and conclude:

P2. Meaning can be analyzed in terms of regularities in the behavior of agents
without having to make use of norms about meaning.

C. Meaning is not normative.

The line of argument seems right if we put aside two complications, namely
meaning without use (no use, no regularities!) and meaning in virtue of
social norms. But we must strengthen P2. For regularities alone are not
sufficient; they need to be conventional (at least in the weak dispositional
sense; §1.2). First, it seems to be a conceptual truth about meaning that
an expression could have meant something else.12 But there just being a
regularity in the use of an expression does not guarantee that it could have
been different. For the regularity could be a law-like matter, like the thunder
that follows the lightning. And we wouldn’t want to say that thunder means
lightning.

Second, if there is only a regularity in the use of an expression, it is
possible that it ceases to exist in the near future. But it seems inconsistent
to say that an expression means something but in its near future it means
nothing anymore or something completely different.

Hence, we should strengthen P2 to P2′:
12The “could” is not to be understood in the sense that we could switch the meaning of a

word at will – that might well not be feasible – but in the sense that things could have
evolved differently.
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P2′. Meaning can be analyzed in terms of conventional regularities in the
behavior of agents without having to make use of norms about meaning.

P2′ is warranted by the argument for meaning in virtue of conventions (§1.3).
Thereby, also the two objections can be addressed: First, the existence of
a convention in the use of an expression entails that there is a regularity
between the uses of the expression and some state of affairs.13 Thereby, the
expression gets its meaning (which is definable in terms of the regularity’s
state of affairs). Second, a convention has an alternative which could have
prevailed equally well. Third, a convention continues to exist in its near
future. Fourth and finally, conventional use patterns are patterns in which
the participants communicate. Such conventions pick out behaviors which
lead to successful communication. So, we have good reasons to claim that
in virtue of such conventions expressions have a meaning.

This is still good news for Bilgrami. For conventions are not normative
in the demanding-sense. Thus, together with Glüer, Hattiangadi, and Wik-
forss’ arguments that speaker-meaning is not normative, there is nothing
normative about conventional meaning. Hence, we have good reasons to
believe that the normativity thesis N is false.

2.2 Arguments pro
In this section, I discuss three arguments that have been offered in support of
the normativity thesis, namely: (i) Boghossian’s argument from correctness,
(ii) Itkonen’s argument from common knowledge, and (iii) the argument
from mistakes. The first is popular. The second is interesting since it
relates to conventions. I argue that both arguments fail. The third finally
establishes a weaker version of the normativity thesis.14

2.2.1 Boghossian’s argument from correctness
There is a somewhat popular argument for normativity reasoning from an
expression’s having correctness conditions to the normativity of meaning.
The classic statement is in Paul Boghossian’s article The rule-following con-
siderations:

13The nature of such regularities is the topic of §4.3.3.
14The list of pro-argument is not exhaustive; some additional arguments are mentioned in

(Glüer and Wikforss 2009:§2.1.3).
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Suppose the expression “green” means green. It follows immediately
that the expression “green” applies correctly only to these things (the
green ones) and not to those (the non-greens). The fact that the
expression means something implies, that is, a whole set of normative
truths about my behaviour with that expression: namely, that my use
of it is correct in application to certain objects and not in application
to others. [. . .]

The normativity of meaning turns out to be [. . .] simply a new name
for the familiar fact that, regardless of whether one thinks of meaning
in truth-theoretic or assertion-theoretic terms, meaningful expressions
possess conditions of correct use. (On the one construal, correctness
consists in true use, on the other, in warranted use.)

(Boghossian 1989:513)

The argument goes roughly as follows:15

P1. For any speaker S, expression e, meaning m, and object o: If e means m,
then S applies e correctly to o iff o is (has) m.

P2. For any speaker S, expression e, and object o: S applies e correctly to o
iff S ought to apply e to o.

C. For any speaker S, expression e, meaning m, and object o: If e means m,
then S ought to apply e to o iff o is (has) m.

The argument is valid. P1 captures that meaningful expressions have cor-
rectness conditions. P2 expresses what it is to apply an expression correctly.
C is the desired conclusion: in this sense, meaning is normative. Observe
that C is ambiguous since the scope of “ought” is not fixed but the different
precise versions don’t change my evaluation.16 It is generally agreed that P1
is uncontested. The contested premise is P2 in which correctness conditions
play a central role.

The notion of a correctness condition for an expression is the one which
we find in truth-theoretic semantics.17 According to such a semantics, a

15Boghossian rejects the argument in (Boghossian 2003). Glock (2005:228–230) defends a
similar argument. My objection against the argument is informed by Hattiangadi (2006,
2007) who raises similar objections. A systematic discussion of various versions of the
argument can be found in (Glüer and Wikforss 2009:§2.1.1).

16The precise versions of C effect changes of P2 as well.
17In the debate, people discuss two conceptions of correctness conditions. I focus here on

the conception of them as truth conditions. I do not discuss the construal of correctness
conditions in terms of assertability conditions; again it’s generally agreed that it wouldn’t
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predicative expression like “table” is applied correctly to some object o iff
o is a table. So, the notion of correct application of an expression in P1 is
the one of predication (Glüer and Wikforss 2009:§2.1.1). Likewise, a declar-
ative sentence is applied correctly in a situation s iff the sentence is true
in s. So, correctness conditions are nothing else but the familiar satisfac-
tion conditions. The central job of these satisfaction conditions (ignoring
complications like ambiguity, vagueness, and indexicality) is classificatory:
They partition a space of things into two sets, say into the set of things to
which the word “table” applies and into the set to which the word doesn’t
apply. One of these sets is labeled “correct application,” the other “incorrect
application.”

In the quote, Boghossian seems to suggest that P2 is true since cor-
rectness is a normative concept. But if this justification is compelling at
all, then it is only because it turns on an ambiguity of the word family
“(in)correct(ly)”. The word has at least two prominent uses, an evaluative
and a classificatory one. Even if the evaluative one were sufficient to make
the normativity thesis true, the one that is at stake is the classificatory
one. But classifying something is not somehow to express an ought. It’s
just a separation of things. Something else is needed in addition: an ought,
prescription, obligation, or the like. It’s then this addition which yields an
ought. In other words, the fact that an expression has correctness conditions
by itself does not make the normativity thesis true.

What seems to be required in addition is something like: “One ought to
apply words correctly!” And while this might be something which we gen-
erally demand, the demand is not obviously semantic anymore. One might
generally demand that we ought to apply words correctly; for otherwise suc-
cessful communication wouldn’t be secured. But even if one granted such a
proposal, the sources of the oughts are not of the right sort: they should be
semantic but they are not. To summarize, so far it seems that the argument
from correctness conditions to normativity is by itself incomplete and the
obvious ways to fix the argument result in non-semantic oughts.

Recently, Whiting (2009) has defended the argument in ingenious ways.
He observes that the anti-normativists grant a normative sense of “correctly”
and then goes on in a sequence of steps to create room for the possibility
that having conditions of correct application (P1) establishes that one ought

make a difference for the problems with the argument, see e.g. (Hattiangadi 2006; Glüer
and Wikforss 2009; Whiting 2009).
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to apply expressions correctly (P2). Therefore, he claims, meaning is nor-
mative (pp. 537–540). But as far as I can see, he’s not making a compelling
case for the positive claim that P1 (and hence P2) is normative in this sense.
What he does is blocking the moves against the conclusion C and shifting
the burden of proof to the anti-normativists (pp. 539 ff.). Whiting sees the
debate as one between anti-normativists and normativists. He is simplifying
matters. I, for one, am just interested in the argument and not interested
in calling myself a normativist or not.

Whiting’s “opponents” – Glüer and Wikforss in particular – disagree
with Whiting’s claim about where the burden of proof is. They think that
the call is on the normativist (Glüer and Wikforss 2009:§2.1.1).

I think at this point we should simply concede that Boghossian’s argu-
ment is not compelling for either side. It’s too contested to settle matters.
For this reason, I agree with Glüer and Wikforss (2009:§2.1.1) who write:
“The debate over the simple argument might seem to suggest a basic clash of
intuitions. The anti-normativist denies what the normativist asserts [. . .].”

2.2.2 Itkonen’s argument from common knowledge

Esa Itkonen argues at different places that language is normative and that
linguistics should be understood as a normative enterprise. From his recent
book chapter “The central role of normativity in language and in linguistics”
(Itkonen 2008), we can reconstruct the following argument:

P1. Common knowledge is constitutive for meaning.

P2. Common knowledge is normative.

C. Meaning is normative.

Let’s grant that the argument is valid. I think we should reject it on
the basis that there are good reasons to believe that the premises are not
true. To begin with, the truth of P1 is contested. For example, if we en-
dorse Millikan’s account (chapter 7), then P1 is false. But at least within
the Lewis/Schiffer/Bennett tradition, this premise is considered to be true.
Thus, if one accepts the argument, then one commits oneself to a contested
position about the role of common knowledge. But I am more interested
in the premise which introduces normativity: P2. Why should it be true?
Itkonen illustrates his point using a simple example about me (A) wanting
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to cash a check at a bank (p = that I want to . . .) and a clerk (B) (p. 288).
In such a case, Itkonen claims that A knows-1 p, A knows-2 that B knows-1
p, and A knows-3 that B knows-2 that A knows-1 p.

Itkonen now reasons as follows: “[T]hree-level knowledge of this kind
necessarily occurs in all institutional encounters” (ibid; using language and
meanings is such an encounter). Moreover:

A’s three-level knowledge about B is not about what B knows in fact,
but what A is “entitled to expect” B to know: Given the surroundings,
I was entitled to expect that the bank teller whom I was approaching
knew his business, i.e. had the requisite three-level knowledge about
me. Hence, common knowledge turns out to contain a normative ele-
ment. (Itkonen 2008:288 ff.)

So Itkonen’s claim is this: If there is higher order mutual knowledge of a
proposition, then everyone in the group is entitled to expect that the others
know it, too. But this still does not establish P2. The missing premise is that
entitlements and (normative) expectations are clearly normative concepts
and whatever necessarily involves such a concept is normative, too. This
seems plausible.

Nevertheless, Itkonen’s argument seems to be based on a misunderstand-
ing. If we describe a situation to be such that there is some kind of mutual
knowledge among members of a group, then we attribute a certain complex
epistemic state to each member of this group. But from this attribution
or the member’s being in such a state it does not follow that they have
certain rights or duties. Hence, Itkonen’s claim that we are “entitled to
expect” something is unwarranted. What he seems to mean is not common
knowledge but rather a system of mutual normative expectations.

The misunderstanding is understandable. Lewis, who introduced the
notion of common knowledge, used “expectation” in one of his definitions
of a convention in a context relating to common knowledge.18 But there
are two senses of “(to) expect”: (i) (to) believe to some degree (epistemic
sense) and (ii) (to) demand (normative sense). The relevant one for mutual
and common knowledge is the first one. Importantly, while one can expect
something in both senses, one can expect something in the believe-sense
without expecting it in the demand-sense. It seems that Itkonen did not
pay attention to this distinction.

18See (Lewis 2002:78) and my §4.3.1.
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Itkonen’s argument would go through if institutional phenomena were
constituted by such systems of mutual normative expectations. But is it
really the case that necessarily, in an institutional situation, there is such
a system? And is language in this sense still obviously an institutional
phenomenon? I think not. The crucial problem is, however, that if one sub-
stitutes “a system of mutual normative expectation” for “common knowl-
edge,” then P1 presupposes in an uninteresting way what the argument
should show.19 Thus, I conclude that Itkonen’s argument from common
knowledge does not establish that meaning is normative.

2.2.3 The argument from mistakes

Another argument in support of the normativity thesis builds on the obser-
vation that we can make (semantic) mistakes when we use and understand
meaningful expressions.20 While it’s not a knockdown argument, it’s quite
appealing. Consider the English users Sally and Ryan. Ryan wants some

19Suppose that (i) there is a social norm according to which one may demand that others
have such common knowledge and that (ii) there is a social norm according to which one
can be demanded to act rationally in making one’s action depending on such common
knowledge. If these social norms were also constitutive for meaning, then meaning would
be normative in the required sense. But first, I think that these social norms are not
constitutive for meaning because I hold common knowledge not to be constitutive of
meaning in the first place (I argue against it in §4.3.1 and the accounts in chapters 7–9
show how meaning can be determined without assuming common knowledge). So, the
assumption that there are such social norms and that they are constitutive for meaning
would need to be justified and I don’t think that such a justification is forthcoming.
Second, meaning would then not be normative because of common knowledge, which is
the argumentative idea Itkonen uses, but because of these additional social norms.

20The argument is based on an argument by Lars Dänzer developed in a term paper titled
“How meaning might be normative.” I had access to a draft version in February 2009.
Many authors have discussed the connection between mistakes and semantic normativ-
ity, among them being Winch (1963:33), Kripke (2000), Wikforss (2001:209–212), Millar
(2002:58–62), Glock (2005:228–230), Hattiangadi (2006:229), and Glüer and Wikforss
(2009) – the final reference providing the most complete bibliography on the topic. A
detailed evaluation of the different versions of these arguments is outside the scope of this
thesis. Typically, the notion of a semantic mistake is based on correctness conditions and
leads to a Boghossian-style argument (§2.2.1). Millar was one of the few who emphasized
that there is another notion of correctness based on using an expression in accordance
with its meaning. The argument offered here is based on his insight. Moreover, many
arguments do not conditionalize on what an expression means in a public language to
express what language users ought (not) to do with it. Rather, they conditionalize on
what a speaker means/believes/intends (§2.1.1).
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oranges and utters to Sally: “Sally, can you give me some apples?”. It seems
natural to say: “Ryan made a linguistic mistake.” He used the word “ap-
ples” incorrectly for oranges. For “apples” means apples and not oranges.
Because Ryan used the word incorrectly, he made a linguistic mistake. He
used the word not in accordance with its meaning in English. I’ll call such
linguistic mistakes that depend on an expression’s meaning “semantic mis-
takes.”

So, it seems that there is a close connection between (i) using a word
in accordance with its meaning and using it correctly and (ii) using a word
not in accordance with its meaning and using it incorrectly. Counterfactual
reasoning supports this claim: First, if Ryan had used the word “apples” for
apples, then he would have used it correctly, and this is to say in accordance
with its meaning. Second, suppose, as before, Ryan wants some oranges
and utters to Sally: “Sally, can you give me some apples?” but Ryan didn’t
make a semantic mistake. If this were so, then “apple” must have meant
something else, plausibly oranges. We may summarize these considerations
as follows:

P1. To make a semantic mistake is to use an expression not in accordance with
its meaning (in a language).

Consider now a continuation of the initial scenario. Suppose that Sally gives
Ryan what he asked for – apples – and Ryan reacts irritatedly by pointing to
a bowl with oranges saying: “I wanted these!” Then, it seems natural and
not inappropriate if Sally points out to him: “You said something else!”, or
if she tells him: “You made a mistake because you said ‘apples’” or simply:
“You are wrong!”, if she corrects him, or if she demands that he use the
words correctly, namely by using the word “oranges” instead of “apples.”
For the communicative purposes of Ryan, it would have been better if he
used “oranges.” So, it would have been optimal (and rational) to do so. But
it would also have been the correct thing to do. It was a semantic mistake.
While they happen, they ought not to happen. One may expect that people
use language correctly and demand such a use and understanding, at least
in some circumstances. This suggests the following claim:

P2. One can be demanded not to make a semantic mistake.

Moreover, in the introduction (§1.1.3) I made the following observation
about the communicative functions of meaning sentences:
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P3. One can be demanded not to make a semantic mistake by someone’s ut-
tering a meaning sentence. Thereby, one expresses an ought with a de-
manding character.

The chain of reasoning is now as follows. By P1 to make a semantic mistake
is to use an expression not in accordance with its meaning (in a language).
Hence:

C1. For all expressions e, meanings m and coordinates C: If e means m at C,
then one can be demanded to use e in accordance with its meaning m at
C.

C2. For all expressions e, meanings m and coordinates C: If one can be de-
manded to use e in accordance with its meaning m at C, then utterances
of “e means m at C” can be used to express an ought with a demanding
character.

C3. For all expressions e, meanings m and coordinates C: If e means m at C,
then utterances of “e means m at C” can be used to express an ought with
a demanding character.

C2 follows from C1 and P3. C1 and C2 entail C3, which is identical to the
normativity thesis N. While this argument seems plausible, it’s too quick:
it gives the impression that anyone can demand to use an expression in
accordance with its meaning. But this seems wrong. Moreover, I didn’t
pay attention to the distinction between meaning in virtue of conventions
and meaning in virtue of social norms. Hence, we will have to weaken
the conclusion. Let us correct this by justifying the premises. I do so by
providing an explanation.

Explanation of the premises According to the conventionalist project,
uses of expressions that are conventional or governed by social norms de-
termine their meanings. It seems that we should understand “use” here in
the wide sense not only including a speaker’s use of an expression but also
including the ways hearers understand expressions. So, certain uses and
understandings determine an expression’s meaning. This suggests a way
to explicate what it is to “use an expression in accordance with its mean-
ing”: A speaker S is using an expression e in accordance with its meaning
in language L iff what S is expressing by using e is what e means in L.
Likewise, a hearer H is understanding an expression e in accordance with
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its meaning in language L iff, when H recognizes e as an expression of L,
H is understanding it in the meaning it has in L. From this perspective,
it seems plausible to say that one is making a semantic mistake iff one is
using or understanding an expression of a language not in accordance with
its meaning in the language.21

On this proposal, the truth of P1 and P2 is explained if the use of the
expression in question is constituted by a social norm. For the existence of
a social norm to use and understand an expression in a certain way implies
that its enforcers can demand that an addressee of the social norm use and
understand the expression conformingly. This explains who can demand
of whom to use an expression accordingly. We can express such a demand
by uttering: “You ought to use the expression so-and-so!” wherein the
“ought” has a demanding character as required for the normativity thesis.
Importantly, this is not implied if the use of the expression is constituted
only by a convention. This is the reason why P1 has to be weakened, leading
to according changes in the rest of the argument:

P1′. To make a semantic mistake is to use an expression – which has a meaning
in a public language in virtue of a social norm – not in accordance with
this meaning.

P2′. For all expressions e, meanings m and coordinates C: If e means m at
C in virtue of a social norm, then the enforcers of the social norm can
demand that the addressees not make a semantic mistake.

P3′. An enforcer can demand not to make a semantic mistake by uttering a
meaning sentence. Thereby, she expresses an ought with a demanding
character.

C1′. For all expressions e, meanings m and coordinates C: If e means m at
C in virtue of a social norm, then the enforcers of the social norm can
demand that the addressees use e in accordance with its meaning m at
C.

C2′. For all expressions e, meaningsm and coordinates C: If one can demand to
use e in accordance with its meaning m at C, then utterances of “e means
m at C” can be used to express an ought with a demanding character.

21As Millar (2004:162 ff.) and Glüer and Wikforss (2009:§2.1.2) point out this covers both (i)
performance errors (like slips of the tongue) and (ii) false beliefs about what an expression
means.
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C3′. For all expressions e, meanings m and coordinates C: If e means m at C in
virtue of a social norm, then the enforcers of the social norm can demand
that the addressees use e in accordance with its meaning m at C (by
uttering “e means m at C” which expresses an ought with a demanding
character).

C3′ is the normativity thesis that I endorse. But what’s the status of P2
and P3 on this proposal? There are different notions of (semantic) mistakes
and only on some of them are P2 and P3 true. We have to make sure that
we use the same notion throughout the argument.

Semantic mistakes At this point I suggest that we take a step back and
ask the question: “What is it to make a mistake?” By reflecting on our
linguistic practice of calling things “mistakes,” we gain an insight about
what it is to make a mistake: When we call something a “mistake”, then
often it is because someone did something he shouldn’t have done. So, one
might give the following analysis:

(2) Agent A’s behavior B is a mistake iff A should not do B.

(3) Agent A makes a mistake by doing B iff A’s doing B is a mistake.

These analyses do not seem to be fully convincing. A better one would rel-
ativize them to circumstances and, maybe, take care of exempting factors.
Let us assume that we can address these worries somehow and move on
since nothing bears on these details. A more serious defect of (2) (and con-
sequently (3)) is that it seems that there are behaviors B which A shouldn’t
do but, in some sense, A’s doing B is still not a mistake. For example, there
might be a moral (social) norm to marry before one engages in an intimate
relationship and if so, it is a mistake to be in such a relationship while not
being married. But yet, it might be the rational thing to do and not be
morally demanded. In this sense, it can be that someone should not behave
in a certain way while it’s not a mistake to do so: The “should” is the moral
should while the “mistake” relates to the oughts of rationality. The issue
here is that we’re changing the meanings of “mistake” and “should” in sub-
tle ways. But they should be kept coordinated (indicated, say, by a shared
index). Among the different ways to explicate the “should” in (2) are:

• Instrumental rationality: All things considered, A should do behavior C
rather than B since C’s expected utility for A is higher than B’s expected
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utility for A.22

• Ought of a social norm: It’s a social norm (in a relevant situation and for A)
not to do C.

Before I argue for a notion of a semantic mistake in terms of oughts of
social norms, some remarks are in order. First, we can distinguish different
kinds of mistakes by distinguishing the different ways to understand the
“should” in (2). In other words, the different “sources” of oughts correspond
to different kinds of mistakes one can make.

Second, the list is incomplete; e.g. there are things one should (not)
do for aesthetic reasons, there are things which violate the norms a person
individually accepts, there are things that morality demands, and there are
things which go against the teleological purposes of something. However,
these don’t seem to be relevant for the explication of the ought of a semantic
mistake. Recall that the oughts in question (i) should be semantic in the
required way and that they (ii) should have a demanding character. These
conditions are not satisfied by these other kinds of oughts. For example,
while it’s wrong to make a semantic mistake, it’s in general not wrong in
the moral sense; so moral demands are not semantic in the required way.
Neither are personal norms. For semantic mistakes depend on an expres-
sion meaning something in a public language (P1′). This is, obviously, a
social affair while individually accepted norms are not necessarily so. This
judgment is confirmed by the following conditional: Even if one used “en-
tomologist” for etymologist in English and thought one ought to use and
understand “entomologist” in this way in English, one would be making a
semantic mistake in English. It seems natural to accept the conditional. By
doing so, also personal norms can be ruled out since they are not semantic
in the required way for meaning something in a public language.

Third, the oughts of conventions are prudential oughts, the oughts of
instrumental rationality. They have a recommending character – but not
necessarily a demanding character.

Fourth, it seems to me that prudential oughts are only oughts with a
demanding character in virtue of a further ought: the ought to be rational.
This ought is a very general one and at least in many situations we want
to be rational and our peers want and demand us to be rational.23 The

22Expected utilities are introduced in §4.2.1. The things taken into consideration can include
what someone else wants A (not) to do.

23Schulte (2008:207–224) develops and defends this position in detail.
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point is that just because an action has a maximal expected utility for an
agent, there is no ought with a demanding character to do the action. Only
if there is a further ought to be rational, is there such an ought. Arguably,
there must be a social norm for this.

My suggestion is that the notion of a semantic mistake which is used in
the argument is the one that is constituted by social norms. My argument
proceeds by elimination of the other proposals and makes use of the ob-
servation that if someone makes a semantic mistake, then one may correct
him and demand that he use the expressions correctly. That one may do
so is not to say that one must do so. We correct each other and make such
demands only under special circumstances, e.g. when we are in a language
learning situation. Among so-called “competent” language users this kind
of behavior occurs much less. But this is not decisive for the matter. What
is important is whether one may rightfully behave so, even if one is thereby
behaving in a nitpicking or bossy way. That the ones who made a mistake
perceive the situation so when they are corrected or demanded to talk cor-
rectly might also be the explanation why adults don’t correct that often:
politeness demands not to.

This leaves the two kinds of mistakes listed above: mistakes of rational-
ity (or mistakes of conventions), and mistakes of social norms. Again, this is
not to deny that there may be other kinds I haven’t considered but it seems
implausible to me that they should be relevant for what is at stake. The
two options are related to the ways an expression’s meaning in a language
is determined. Above, we’ve observed that whether a use of an expression
is a semantic mistake or not depends on its meaning in a certain language.
On a conventionalist account, meanings are determined by stable uses (con-
vention, social norm, normative convention; §1.3). So, what one should say
is that whether a use of an expression is a semantic mistake or not is deter-
mined by that which determines the meaning of the expression in question
– essentially a convention or a social norm. Corresponding to these, there is
a difference with respect to the normative character they have. Only social
norms (and normative conventions which are in part constituted by a social
norm, see chapter 8) imply that some members of the groups in which they
prevail are in a position to demand conformity.

Moreover, if there were a linguistic convention, then a member would
behave foolishly or stupidly or against her interests by not using an expres-
sion in a way conforming to the convention. But this is something else than
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to make a semantic mistake. It seems to me that the instrumentalist loses
this distinction. This is another argument against analyzing the notion of
a semantic mistake in terms of prudential oughts.

Hence, it follows that semantic mistakes are constituted by social norms.
The reasoning is this. First, normative conventions are constituted by social
norms and the demanding character they have is due to their social norm.
Second, as observed in the first step, at least sometimes, one can demand
from someone to use and understand an expression in accordance with its
meaning. Therefore, by inference to the best explanation, semantic mistakes
are constituted by social norms.

There is one caveat. In the second step, I’ve observed that it can be
the case that one ought to be rational. If this is the norm, then one can
be demanded to be rational. One could thus object to the conclusion just
reached that the “semantic” demands to use and understand expressions
in accordance with their meanings needn’t be explained in terms of social
norms but could also be explained in terms of conventions, or more generally,
in terms of instrumental rationality. This objection can be answered, I think.
First, when I considered that to be rational “is the norm,” then “the norm”
must be understood as a social norm. The entomologist/etymologist case
should have convinced us that the relevant oughts cannot be personal. Thus,
semantic demands are again explained in terms of social norms. For, we’ve
just added an intermediate means-end step. One would say now that to
use and understand expressions in accordance with their meanings is the
rational thing to do and this is what one ought to do because there is a
social norm to do so. There is a second rejoinder: It just doesn’t seem
to be prima facie plausible to claim that every use and understanding of
an expression in accordance with its meaning is the rational thing to do.
Maybe the claim can be defended against all the cases where one might, at
first, think otherwise. But it seems to be an open question whether such a
defense succeeds. For this reason, it seems to me, the explanation offered
above which was directly in terms of social norms is in the better position
to be true.

Summary The upshot is that if one can make semantic mistakes by using
a certain expression, there is a (linguistic) social norm (relating to it). We
can make semantic mistakes. Thus, there are (linguistic) social norms. In
contraposition this means that if there are no social norms, one cannot make
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semantic mistakes. In particular, if there are only conventions, then one
cannot make semantic mistakes. One can make a mistake of rationality but
this is something else – it lacks the demanding character semantic mistakes
have. Closely related to making mistakes is to correct someone for uttering
something which was not in accordance with the meanings of the words
used. Mutatis mutandum, correcting a semantic mistake also depends on
there being certain (linguistic) social norms.

Thus, to conclude, insofar as an expression means something in virtue of
a social norm, one can make semantic mistakes by using it. In this sense, the
argument establishes that meaning is normative. But insofar as a meaning
of an expression can be determined solely by a convention (and not also
by a social norm), the argument does not apply. I take the plausibility
of the conventionalist accounts in the subsequent chapters to be sufficient
to establish that a meaning of an expression can be determined solely by
a convention. Moreover, Bilgrami’s argument established that conventional
meaning is not normative (§2.1.2). For this reason, the conclusion should be:
the normativity thesis N cannot be true in general since its truth depends
on the expressions’ having meanings in virtue of a social norm and that’s
not guaranteed because of the possibility of meaning in virtue of convention.

2.3 Discussion
The critical discussion of the arguments against and in favor of the norma-
tivity thesis raised issues to which I’d like to return now. First, we should
establish the dialectic situation and thereby return to the main argument
I presented in the introduction to this chapter. I use the opportunity to
suggest an interpretation of what is going on and to return to the questions
of this chapter (the normativity thesis? its truth? its consequences?).

P1. There are good reasons to believe that meaning is not normative.

P2. There are good reasons to believe that meaning is normative.

C1. There are good reasons to believe that meaning is normative and that
meaning is not normative.

P3. If an expression’s meaning can be determined in different ways, one of them
normative and another non-normative, then the tension in C1 is resolved.

P4. P3 is a good explanation for P1 and P2 and the tension that results from
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their conjunction.

C2. Meaning is determined or constituted in different ways.

The summary of the argumentations in the previous sections is as follows:
Contra arguments: The Hattiangadi debate reminded us that we should

focus on linguistic meaning. In the discussion, we arrived at the insight that
if meaning is normative, then this is because of the way it is determined
(MD-ME). Thereby a relation is established between (i) what determines
an expression’s meaning and (ii) its normativity. In short: That in virtue of
which an expression means something is that in virtue of which utterances
of meaning sentences can be used express an ought with a demanding or
recommending character. Bilgrami’s argument from regularities established
that conventional meaning is not normative and hence P1.

Pro arguments: Boghossian’s argument from correctness is not com-
pelling. Neither was Itkonen’s argument from common knowledge. But the
argument from mistakes established that meaning in virtue of social norms
is normative and hence P2.

The dialectic situation is now that we have good reasons in favor of and
against meaning being normative (C1). But there is no contradiction. The
reasons in favor of and against meaning being normative are conditional on
an expression’s meaning’s determinant (conventions, social norms, norma-
tive conventions). This observation is premise P3 of the main argument.
This goes against an implicit assumption that seems to be part of many
foundational meaning theories. According to them, the task is to come up
with an explanation why (in virtue of what) expressions mean what they
do and the explanans is taken to be something uniform for all expressions,
for example conventions, rules, intentions, mentally realized grammars, . . .
It seems to me that this assumption is not well supported.

There being such a uniform explanation would be appealing. But why
should we think that there is such an explanation? The argument that
meaning is conventional in §1.3 suggests that use theories of meaning are
on the right track. From that perspective, it should not come as a surprise
that the ways languages can be used are multifarious. The argument also
supports the claim that the meanings of expressions should be explained in
terms of conventions or, distinctly, in terms of social norms. Moreover, in
§7.3.2 and §9.3.1 I’ll discuss in depth several cases which strongly suggest
that there is not a single “thing” that explains why expressions mean what
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they do. For these reasons, I think that the null-hypothesis should be that
there is no uniform explanation of the “meaning in virtue of . . .”-question.
This is consistent with what P3 says. The justification of P3 is by means
of its success: It explains the seemingly contradictory positions on semantic
normativity.

Moreover, by distinguishing between conventions and social norms we
can also explain our ambivalence in endorsing and rejecting the claim that
meaning is necessarily normative.24

Let us consider an objection against P3: only (certain) normative con-
ventions determine an expression’s meaning. Consequently, meaning is nor-
mative. The impression that there can be meaning in virtue of conventions
is wrong. If there were such non-normative conventions, then the expres-
sions wouldn’t mean anything. Moreover, we have the impression that it can
be that there is meaning without normativity because semantic oughts can
be overridden. The claim about meaning in virtue of non-normative con-
ventions boils down to an intuition: Are we inclined to say that a linguistic
expression can mean something and yet there are no semantic oughts? I’d
say so and so would the adherents of the subsequent accounts in the next
chapters. For they make a compelling case that non-normative conventions
can determine an expression’s meaning. Part of my reason to be so inclined
is that the notion of meaning I’m interested in is defined by its roles in a
theory of linguistic communication (see §1.1.1). It seems to me that such a
notion needn’t necessarily be related to oughts with a demanding character.
This is not to claim that it can’t or shouldn’t be so related. Rather, it seems
to me that we should allow for this possibility as well. But if one accepts
my position that an expression’s meaning can be determined or constituted
in different ways, then the objection fails.

So, it seems that P3 is a good explanation (P4) and at least tenable. I
don’t want to claim that it’s the best explanation. But since it offers an
interesting perspective, I think we should tentatively endorse it and develop
the consequences. This is what I will do. Hence, I accept the thesis that an
expression’s meaning is determined or constituted in different ways (C2).

24This is one of the reasons why we should separate conventions from social norms; §1.2.
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2.4 Summary

Let us return to the three initial questions of this chapter. The first con-
cerned the normativity thesis and what about meaning is action-like and
involves an ought. The argument from mistakes suggested an answer: It’s
using an expression in accordance with its meaning that is action-like. In
case of meaning in virtue of social norms, one can be demanded to use the
expression accordingly. This is about meaning since (i) using an expres-
sion in accordance with its meaning consists in using and understanding
the expression in certain specific ways and (ii) such use-patterns, if they
are conventional or governed by a social norm, determine the expression’s
meaning. The key insight for (ii) was that if meaning is normative, then
this is because of the way it is determined (MD-ME).

On the basis of the arguments considered, we have good reasons to claim
that the meaning of an expression is not normative if it means what it does
in virtue of (non-normative) conventions. Hence, we should abandon N and
accept the revised N′:

N. For all expressions e, meanings m and coordinates C: If e means m at C,
then utterances of “e means m at C” can be used to express an ought with
a demanding character.

N′. For all expressions e, meanings m and coordinates C: If e means m at
C in virtue of a social norm, then the enforcers of the social norm can
demand that the addressees use e in accordance with its meaning m at C
(by uttering “e means m at C” which expresses an ought with a demanding
character).

To make an even stronger case for N′, I provide an account of social norms
in chapter 8 which is used to explain semantic normativity in §9.3. This
brings me to the second question concerning the truth of the normativity
thesis. I’ve argued that N is false and that N′ is true. For this reason, it
seems that the causa of semantic normativity should not be considered to
be a “litmus test.” The third question was about the consequences for the
conventionalist project. In short, what we need is an account according to
which an expression can mean something in virtue of conventions or social
norms and that entails N′ is true (i.e. a C+N+ account; see §1.1).
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2.5 Using language solely in virtue of conventions
The distinction between conventions and social norms has further conse-
quences: If only the former existed in a population using a language, then
their use would be limited. To overcome these limits, social norms are re-
quired – or so I’ll argue. While this topic is not directly related to semantic
normativity, it highlights the explanatory limits of a conventionalist account
that lacks a notion of a social norm.

Let me start by being more precise about what the difference is between
using a language solely in virtue of conventions (for short: C-using a lan-
guage) and using a language in virtue of conventions and social norms (for
short: using a language). Once we have a better understanding about this,
it becomes evident what plausible explanations could be. Consequently, I’ll
elaborate on what I mean by “C-using a language” and “using a language.”
This allows me to observe certain limitations of the former that the latter
doesn’t have.

In a first approximation, we can say that the C-use of a language is
one that is not constituted by social norms. It’s thus conceptually possible
for beings not capable of having social norms to use language in this way.
In other words, there is a conceptually possible world, call it wc, in which
members of a community use a language but there are no social norms
among them. In contrast, the use of a language is one which is at least
partly constituted by there being social norms. Consequently, the members
of the community in wc couldn’t use a so constituted language.

Along these lines, “the use of a language is constituted by social norms”
means at least this: There must be certain social norms for certain purposes.
Whatever the purposes of language are, one is simply to use it. To use
language is to perform speech acts, or in Austin’s words “to do things with
words” (Austin 1975). Consequently, the distinction we’re exploring can be
analyzed in terms of actions one can perform in virtue of there being social
norms which one couldn’t perform if they didn’t exist.

With this in mind, let me present some ordinary things one uncontest-
edly can do by C-using a language:

• Speakers can use expressions in accordance with their conventional meanings
as parts of basic speech acts of expressing attitudes like beliefs, desires, and
intentions.

• Hearers can understand expressions in accordance with their conventional
meanings as parts of the same speech acts.
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• One can express one’s judgment to speakers and hearers whether their behav-
ior was rational or not. In particular, one can express one’s judgment that
it was not and one can express one’s desire that they behave conformingly.
(We might call such an act a “quasi-correction.”)

In contrast, there are some ordinary things one can’t do:

• To make a linguistic mistake
• To correct someone (in the strong sense of the word)
• To promise something to someone
• To inform someone about something

I’ve already argued for the first two claims in §2.2.3. The last two claims
have still to be established.

Part of what it is to (sincerely) promise to do some action a is to in-
tend to undertake the commitment to do a (Searle 1969). For someone
to undertake a commitment is more than her having certain intentions to
do something. For she can also be blamed for not living up to what she
has herself committed to. Moreover the addressee can claim a right. So,
plausibly, to undertake a commitment is to be analyzed in terms of a social
norm that redistributes rights and duties by certain means. The social norm
could be one whose pattern of activity is for the speaker as follows: if she
produces an utterance of the form “Hereby I promise to do a” under certain
circumstances, then she undertakes a commitment to do a. Enforcers of the
social norm can demand conformity to this pattern. Typically, her hearers
are among them. This is why the addressee of a promise can rightly protest
if the speaker promised to do a but didn’t do it and that’s why the speaker
should accept the blame.25

The case for to inform someone is more contested. Eike Savigny (1983,
1988) explicated what it is to inform someone that something is the case
in terms of redistributing rights and duties between the speaker and the
hearer.26 The rights and duties are redistributed in virtue of there being
social norms. In particular, the redistribution consists in the speaker per-
mitting the hearer to rely, at the expense of the speaker, on the speaker’s

25Observe that by claiming that we need social norms for promises one does not make a
claim whether it is rational to keep a promise or not. I think it is but this is a different
issue.

26In this respect, von Savigny’s proposal is similar to (Brandom 1994).
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claim that p (Savigny 1988:§5).27 Thereby, a hearer that has been informed
that p by a speaker, in case that not-p, is in the position to demand com-
pensation from the speaker.

I think von Savigny’s explication does not capture all kinds of informing
someone. Yet, I believe that it’s an ordinary sense of informing someone.
An influential counterproposal is the theory developed by Kent Bach and
Robert Harnish in their book Linguistic communication and speech acts
(Bach and Harnish 1980). According to them, to perform a speech act
is (just) to express a certain attitude, at least for a broad class of speech
act types (but not all, e.g. not the legalistic ones considered above). For
example, to inform the hearer that p is to express the belief that p and to
express the intention that the hearer form the belief that p (pp. 39–42).

Given the simple conception of speech act types of Bach and Harnish,
one might well wonder who’s right about the case of informing someone: Is
it von Savigny or Bach and Harnish, or yet someone else? As von Savigny
points out in connection with his explication of asking, it’s hard to argue
that some particular analysis of a speech act is adequate or the right one
(Savigny 1983:§35). In part, this is so because it’s an empirical matter what
individuals mean by, say, “informing” and whether all individuals share a
meaning corresponding to one of the proposals, be it von Savigny’s, Bach
and Harnish’s, or someone else’s.

There seem to be ordinary cases where someone expresses what Bach
and Harnish claim, namely a belief that p and the intention that the hearer
form the belief that p, but yet don’t inform someone. The point is that
the expression of a belief and of a certain intention is not sufficient for
performing the speech act of informing. For example, if you ask me whether
the swimming pool at the other end of the city is open and I inform you
that it is, then it seems part and parcel of my informing you that you may
rely, at my expense, on the claim that the pool is open and that I owe you
something, if you cycle to the other end of the city to find the swimming
pool closed. I find such cases of informing someone important and natural
uses of language. Moreover, on the one hand, the fact that I have certain

27Von Savigny uses the term “convention” where I use the term “social norm.” Using my
terminology, I think my use of “social norms” for von Savigny’s “convention” is justified
since what von Savigny calls “conventions” is a version of Hart’s analysis of a rule (Hart
1997) which does not differ from my analysis of a social norm in the relevant respect that
it has a demanding character. That is, that some members of the relevant group in which
the social norm prevails can demand something in virtue of its existence.
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duties by having informed you and the fact that you thereby have certain
rights are not explained by Bach and Harnish’s proposal. On the other
hand, von Savigny’s proposal explains these facts nicely. This suggests that
informing someone in the sense of our explication is on the right track and
should be considered to be ordinary.

The crucial point is the redistribution of rights and duties. While it can
directly be explained in terms of social norms, the alternative account by
Bach and Harnish cannot. For this reason, also an alternative explanation
in terms of the speaker’s credibility wouldn’t work. While it can explain
why a hearer should or shouldn’t trust the speaker’s information, it cannot
explain in virtue of what the speaker has incurred a duty and in virtue of
what the hearer has earned a right.

Moreover, it seems impossible to change Bach and Harnish’s proposal in
a way that both avoids social norms and yet explains the redistribution of
rights and duties. The obvious move which stays true to their central idea
that to perform a speech act is to express an attitude would be to make the
expressed attitude more complex. One could propose that S’s informing
H that p also consists (i) in S’s expressing her belief that H may rely, at
her expense, on the fact that p is the case and (ii) in S’s expressing her
willingness to pay for H’s expenses if p is not the case. Such an amended
explication of informing someone seems to me to be implausible. First, it
seems wrong to say that one expresses these attitudes when one informs
someone. Second, while it is now the case that the hearer is paid for her
expenses if p is not the case, it’s still not explained that the hearer has such
a right. For these reasons it seems not possible to get a Gricean proposal
of informing someone with the features it should have.




